A Never-Ending Demolition Derby

The demolition derby has always held a special place in our culture. Not unlike Ultimate Fighting, the
spectacle is simple: Two cars enter, one car leaves. Problem is, once someone wins, someone else has to
go looking for a new car. Actually, even the winner often has to look for a new car. Kind of a waste of
materials, really.
So why not build cars for the demolition derby that are designed with breakaway components that
can be reattached or easily replaced after each match? Then the competition becomes a matter of the
strategic ablation (knocking pieces off) of your opponent’s vehicle, rather than a simple
smash-and-bash.
Of course, if we can imagine something like this on a big scale, we ought to be able to build and
play it on a small scale.

Project

A Never-Ending Demolition Derby
Attach LEGO base plates to the exterior of an R/C car. Build up structures all over it, and

Concept
then play demolition derby with an opponent. Create rules and a scoring system.
Cost

$–$$

Difficulty

@@

Duration

 –

Reusability

∞∞∞∞

Tools & Materials

2 or more R/C cars, LEGO bricks and plates, peel-’n’-stick Velcro or foam tape or a
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hot-glue gun, foam pieces (optional, as needed)

To start, you have to select your R/C cars very carefully. It’s going to be much easier to attach the
LEGO plates to the outside if you have plenty of flat surfaces rather than round ones to work with. With
flat surfaces, all you really need to do is select plates that roughly fit on the roof, hood, trunk, and sides.
It doesn’t matter if you use a few larger plates, or more and smaller plates—the goal is the same: Make
as much of the exterior surface of your vehicle that is able to have blocks attached to it.
WARNING: You may be about to permanently affix the LEGO plates to the sides of your R/C car.
Do not purchase or use R/C cars that you, or someone else in your family, are attached to from an
aesthetic or sentimental standpoint. The cars will be irreparably altered by this project, as could your
relationship with loved ones if you hack their toys without permission.
Time for the sticky-sticky. As I suggested in the project summary above, you have a number of
options for attaching the LEGO plates to the cars. Simplest is probably the old crafting standby, the
hot-glue gun. A couple of globs per plate and the job is done, though you may need to give them some
curing time to make sure the glue has dried.
There is also the two-sided foamy tape used for its ability to stick things to walls, and cursed for
then taking layers of drywall paper with it when removed. This tape has the advantage of allowing you
to build up layers to help deal with contours on the cars’ surfaces as well, though you need to make sure
you’ve got your placement right the first time.
Another cool alternative is to use a roll of two-sided sticky Velcro tape (perhaps in combination
with the foam tape). This will give you the flexibility of being able to remove and reaffix plates, perhaps
in mid-derby, allowing for some interesting rule options. Or, for maximum remove/reattach action, the
stick-on/pull-to-remove sticky strips used for picture hooks these days will do an admirable job as well.
I mentioned regular craft store squishy foam as an optional material. This would be useful for
fine-tuning the attachment of plates if it is trimmed into custom shapes to help fill in dips and rises in
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your cars’ shells. Entirely up to you to use or ignore.
With the plates attached, you’ve done the “hard” work (and really, it’s not that hard, is it?). Now
it’s time for the creativity:

•

Build a seat on the roof for your minifig, with a simulated cage around it so he looks like the
Mohawk guy from Road Warrior.

•

Build some kind of ramming construct on the front of your car. Or a scoop to try and flip
your opponents.

•

Put bricks on the sides to act as armor.

Once you and your kid have your wicked-looking combat cars assembled, it’s time to SMASH!
But there’s more you can do besides just bashing into each other! Why not turn it into a game?
Decide what kind of game you want your demolition derby to be, and build brick structures on the base
plates accordingly. Here are some ideas:

•

Each player gets a certain number of bricks to plug on to his car. Hold a timed battle (say,
two minutes), and the car with the most remaining bricks at the end wins the round. Hold
multiple rounds with multiple challengers to create a tournament.

•

Each player has a group of specifically colored bricks that he plugs into the outside of his
car. Then he can build up structures around those bricks to protect the special bricks. Hold a
timed battle, and each colored brick that’s knocked off earns the opponent a point. Score
points to win games, win games to win a set, win sets to take the match!

•

Each player has a minifig “driver.” The driver is attached on the roof (hopefully, using a
LEGO chair of some sort), and then structures are built on the sides and around the minifig
to protect it. Hold a battle, and the last minifig still attached wins.
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For all the game scenarios above, if you use the Velcro idea above, allow time-outs where
plates/structures can be swapped out to rebuild a car mid-battle.
Idea!

An Even Geekier Idea!
To add to the derby sensibility, you can build an arena for all this model carnage. If you have some spare
2-by-4s, lay them out in a useful shape (octagons are cool), and use duct tape and a staple gun to temporarily
connect the ends. For an easier and potentially cheaper approach (especially if you do the Slip ’n’ Slide project
on page XXX in this book), use pool noodles as the borders of your arena, and try duct tape and rubber bands to
loosely tie the ends together.

And a note about cleanup: One potential time waster with this project is having to clean up all the
bricks between battles. There is an easy way around this problem. If you’re like most GeekDads, one
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key feature of your workshop is a Shop-Vac. Make sure it’s clean and empty at the start, and then just
vacuum up all the cast-off pieces between battles, and dump them back in the construction pool when
it’s time to build some more. Easy!
Okay, Geek Dads and Kids—time for some vehicular carnage!

